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Global COVID-19 cases

COVID-19: Infection rates have climbed sharply in Europe…
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UK coronavirus cases, (smoothed, weekly)

UK COVID-19: Cases now exceeded prior peaks but 
hospitalisations materially lower…
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Global equity, Gold and Gilt returns all positive for a UK investor

Equities reverse COVID losses for a Sterling Investor Q3 2020 sees further gains for Global Equities

Markets 2020 & Q3: 
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Massive central bank support continues Volatility declines moderate in Q3

Markets 2020: Central bank buying continues – political 
challenges limit falls in volatility
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Currency moves modest – Euro leads Most commodities show positive returns YTD

Markets 2020: Currency moves limited – most commodities 
stronger on the year
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Our Q4 2020 Macro outlook

• A stronger summer rebound as income support measures shored up consumer spending in 
US and Europe. China has rebounded earlier and faster. Japan’s rebound has been pushed 
back. UK macro poor.

• Fed policy shift will keep interest rates at 0% for at least 3 years. This shift opens the door for 
other central banks to push the envelope. 
• Bank of England likely to take base rate negative. 

• Covid-19 impact on demand (slack) will prevail in the short term – till end 2021. This will 
keep inflation low. After that, supply impacts might lead to some firming in prices, particularly 
in the UK. 

• Risks have increased from:
• Tighter stringency measures

• Political impasse on judicial nominations leading to an impasse on an extension on unemployment 
insurance leading to weakness in consumer spending. 

• Disputed US electoral outcome
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Fiscal and monetary policy the most expansionary in post-war history

Global strategy update October 2020

Bonds Neutral
• UW Government– repression of yields offers little value
• OW investment grade credit – yield premium still meaningful plus central bank support 
• Caution High Yield and EM debt

Equities Modest Overweight 
• OW Global equities – equity risk premium attractive, thematic earnings recovery expected 2021
• Neutral UK equities – valuations attractive, flow of funds back to UK likely on any Brexit deal
• Neutral EM equities – China economic recovery strong, COVID scarring in rest of EM but valuations attractive 

Alternatives Overweight
• Neutral Other Alternatives– infrastructure and renewables returns attractive but liquidity issues remain
• OW Uncorrelated Alternatives - Gold  as hedge against unprecedented policy stimulus & debt build-up

Cash Strongly Underweight 
• Central Bank commitment to zero or negative yields for multi-year period
• No currency preference

Risks Current: Resurgence in virus in Q4 2020 accelerates, contested US election, no-deal Brexit
Longer-term: Economic and social scarring from lockdowns, volatile retail investment flows, surge in global defence 
budgets & rising conflict risk

Political risks clear but central bank action still supports equities
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional adviser

For your protection, telephone calls may be recorded. This document has been issued by Sarasin & Partners LLP which is a limited liability partnership registered 
in England and Wales with registered number OC329859 and is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and passported under MiFID to 
provide investment services in the Republic of Ireland.

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an off er to buy or sell any security. The information on which the document is 
based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verifi ed such information and no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice.

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be 
as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may 
not be repeated.

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd. accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential loss of 
any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by 
the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to 
herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document. Where printed by Sarasin & Partners, this document has been 
printed on FSC certifi ed sustainably sourced or 100% recycled paper.

© 2020 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved
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